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Pound and disability may sound like an odd combination.
combination. Ezra
Pound
Pound has rarely,
rarely, if ever, been
been read through
through the lens of.
of-disability
Pound
disability
and disability studies has rarely confessed a need
need for the
studies; and
There are good reasons for this. Until he was
was
insights of Ezra Pound. There
Pound was not—by
not-by most accounts—dis
accounts-disnear the end of his life, Pound
abled; and he never wrote about
about disability in more than
than a cursory
manner. To talk about
about Pound
Pound and disability therefore
therefore sounds forced:
manner.
like a procrustean
procrustean cobbling
cobbling of one discipline onto another.
another. At best, it
risks misprision in both fields. At worst, such an investigation is offen
offenrisks
sive, open
open to accusations
accusations of historical whitewashing. For, bluntly
bluntly put,
sive,
through theory, to improve the quality of life
disability studies aims, through
impaired people. Ezra Pound,
Pound, through
through his never-fully recanted
recanted
of impaired
support of fascism and its eugenic
eugenic policies, indirectly aimed
aimed to do the
support
opposite.
Pound and disability:
disability: the two keywords
keywords of my title are not happy
Pound
Why.then
then insist on their conjunction?
conjunction? My answer is
is that
bedfellows. Why
neither Pound
Pound studies, on its own, nor a Pound-free disability studies
neither
Ameriqm twentieth-century
twentieth-century poetry that
that is
is both
can offer a history of American
changes in a literary tradition
tradition anrl
am:l changes in attitudes
sensitive to changes
disability. On
On the one hand,
hand, studies of the Pound
Pound tradition
towards disability.
ABC of
oflnfl.uence)
particuChristopher Beach’s
Beach's ABC
(such as Christopher
Influence) privilege a particu
lar camp
camp of poets whose inheritance
inheritance from Pound was largely a mus
muscular, formalist
formalist version
version of modernism.
modernism. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand,
cular,
collections of disability poetry (such as Sheila Black, Jennifer
collections
Beauty Is a Verb)
Verb) privilege readings
Michael Northen’s
Northen's Beauty
Bartlett, and Michael
content, their
their poets’
poets' lives,
lives, and
of individual poems in relation to their content,
way, the two disciplines represent
represent
background. In this way,
their systemic background.
85
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largely
views of the history of modern
largely discrete views
modern poetry. In this essay,
essay, I
will
will try to formulate
formulate a zone in which
which they overlap. I hope
hope to show
that, despite the objections
objections I have raised in the first paragraph,
paragraph, a lit
little-understood symbiosis
symbiosis binds Ezra Pound
concept of disabildisabil
Pound to the concept
ity.
ity. This symbiosis
symbiosis is worth surveying not
not only because
because it helps us to
reread Pound’s
Pound's life, work, and influence
influence more accurately, but
but also
because it gives
because
gives us an insight into a number
problematics central
number of problematics
central
to disability studies, for instance
instance the issue of dis-citizenship
dis-citizenship and
and the
among eugenics, disability,
relations among
disability, aesthetics, and politics.
interzone between
In suggesting an interzone
between Pound
Pound and disability,
disability, I will
begin, in the first part of the essay,
essay, by considering
considering Pound's
Pound’s own attiatti
disability, their
tudes towards disability,
their rationale,
rationale, and the ways
ways in which
which these
changed
changed over the course of his career. In the second
second part, I will focus
on the shift that
that these attitudes
attitudes seem to undergo
undergo within
within the Pisan
Cantos, from Pound’s
Pound's eugenic
eugenic abjection
abjection of disability to a more com
complex identification
identification with it. I will then
then think
think about
about the importance
importance of
this shift within
within the twin histories of American
American twentieth-century
twentieth-century
poetry and the history of attitudes towards disability.
disability. Building on the
excellent
Michael Davidson and Susan Schweik, I will argue
excellent work of Michael
that
that disability plays an important
important role in changes
changes in postmodern
postmodern
American poetry, but
but that
that in order to understand
American
understand this role fully we
need
need first to understand
understand Pound's
Pound’s influence.
influence.
Before any of this, however, it is necessary to touch
touch on the
the quesques
tion of the definition, or rather
rather the definitions, of disability that
that I will
deploy. Two distinct approaches
approaches structure
structure the first two parts of this
paper. The
The first is the medical
medical model,
model, a system of classification that
that
defines disability as a biological dysfunction
dysfunction (mental-psychic
(mental-psychic or phys
physiological). In this model,
model, the burden
burden of identification
identification rests with
health-care
health-care providers, and often the language
language used is that
that of finding
through medical,
medical, surgical, or drug-based
a cure, or of alleviation through
interference.
interference. The
The most salient
salient interpretations
interpretations of Pound's
Pound’s relation
relation to
disability rely on the medical
medical model. Pound's
Pound’s career, in this heurisheuris
tic, might
might be split into two halves. In the first he was
was primarily
primarily a pro
producer
ducer or mediator
mediator of the model's
model’s ideology and metaphors
metaphors (more on
this in a moment);
moment); in the second
second he was primarily
primarily a subject
subject of that
that
model, a subject
subject because
because in early 1946
model,
1946 a board of four officially
officially
appointed
appointed psychiatrists declared
declared him
him "insane
“insane and mentally
mentally unfit
unfit for
trial"
trial” and
and "in
“in need
need of care in a mental
mental hospital"
hospital” (Tryphonopoulos
(Tryphonopoulos

246).1 Pound was
was presented
presented as disabled to the extent that
and Adams 246).'
mental condition,
condition, in the Words
his mental
words of his lawyer Julien Cornell
Cornell to
Dorothy Pound,
Pound, “impairjed
"impair[ed his] judgment
Dorothy
judgment of his predicament
predicament and
render[ ed] him unable
unable to properly defend himself’
render[ed]
himself' (qtd.
(qtd. in Tytell
286).
Although
it
has
been
challenged multiple
286). Although
been challenged
multiple times, this diagnosis
was never officially
officially reversed.2
reversed. 2 Pound
Pound was
was
was released from St.
St. Eliza
Elizabeths hospital on 18
and
his
1945
indictment
was
dropped,
18April 1958,
1958,
1945indictment was dropped,
but only on the understanding
understanding that
but
that he was
was permanently
permanently and incur
irycur(Lewis). Within
ably insane (Lewis).
Within a U.S. based medical model, therefore.
th<trefore,
Pound was,
was, technically
technically speaking, from February 1946
Pound
1946to his death,
disabled.
The second approach
approach to defining disability can be seen in the
The
model of disability which
which emerged
social model
emerged as a reaction to the medical
model. Where
Where the medical
medical model implies a normative,
normative, machine-like
machine-like
body, the social model attempts to take into account
account individual dif
difenvironmental factors in the production
ferences, identifying also environmental
production of
disability. While
While impairment
impairment remains intrinsic
disability.
intrinsic in the social model,
disablement is
is produced
produced once impaired
impaired people are placed within cir
disablement
circumstances where those impairments
impairments prevent
prevent them
them from achieving
cumstances
easily. In its
its common
aims that others achieve easily.
common formulation,
formulation, the
model is
is not particularly
particularly helpful in reading Pound’s
Pound's life and work.
work.
number of critics and
Recently, however, a number
ao'd theorists, sometimes
working under
under the banner
banner Critical
Critical Disability Theory, have devel
devel' isis best understood
that disability
oped the thesis that
understood as
as a social index in
ways that, as I hope
hope to show later in this paper, are useful to a read
ways
readPound and, conversely, for which
which Pound
ing of Pound
Pound is
is useful. The
The idea,
Tremain explains in “Foucault,
as Shelley Tremain
"Foucault, Governmentality,
Governmentality, and
Critical Disability Theory,”
Theory," is
is that
that impairment
impairment as well as disablement
Critical
disablement
is constructed
constructed socially and in accordance
accordance with a given political
is
arrangement; the distinction
distinction between
between the two is
arrangement;
is no more than
than a
"chimera" reproducing
reproducing the exclusions
~xclusions of earlier modes of asserting
“chimera”
entitlement (10).
(10). Disability may, therefbre,
therefore, be more helpfully under
entitlement
underas devoid of prediscursive essence. The
stood as
The point
point becomes
becomes not to
thereby lay claims to entitlement,
diagnose disability and thereby
entitlement, but
but to use
constructs of disability to diagnose the society,
society, exploring the ways
ways in
which they trouble
trouble top-down attempts to categorize bodies and
which
normative system.
system. As
As Leonard
minds within one normative
Lennard Davis writes:
writes:
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Rather
Rather than
than ignore the unstable
unstable nature
nature of disability,
disability, ...
. . . rather
rather than
than try to fix
fix
it, we should amplify that quality to distinguish it from other
other identity groups
that have ..... . reached
reached the
the limits of their own projects,
McRuer 202)
202)
projects. ((qtd.
qtd. in McRuer

We recognize
recognize the idea of amplifying instability from contemporary
contemporary
theories of gender
gender performativity; and,
and, indeed,
indeed, as Robert
Robert McRuer's
McRuer’s
Crip Theory shows,
shows, disability in this sense shares much
much with queer
queer
theory. While
I
follow
neither
While
neither Davis in advocating
advocating a concept
concept of disdismodernism
modernism as replacing
replacing identity politics, nor McRuer
McRuer in the
the "peda“peda
gogical effort to claim
claim queer
queer and
and crip sites ...
. . . against the
the current
current
neoliberal order of things”
things" (170),
(170), I do believe that
neoliberal
that disability has a
"phenomenological value that
not purely synonymous with the
“phenomenological
that is not
processes of social disablement"
disablement” (Snyder and
and Mitchell
Mitchell 6).
6).^3 Because
of this phenomenological
phenomenological value, disability can be a powerful theotheo
retical tool in understanding
understanding and
and reevaluating
reevaluating key tensions in modmod
ernism and postmodernism.
postmodernism.
Investigating Pound's
Pound’s trajectory through
through the medical
medical and theorettheoret
ical modes of understanding
understanding disability,
disability, we can begin
begin to tell the narnar
rative of twentieth-century
twentieth-century American
American poetry that
that motivates this essay.
essay.
conceptions of disability (that of the medical
Both conceptions
medical model
model and that
that of
the social) exist as transtemporal
transternporal phenomena,
phenomena, but
but since at least the
mid-twentieth
mid-twentieth century
century there
there is a sense in which
which the former
former has been
been
progressively
progressively eroded and complicated
complicated by the latter. In this transfortransfor
mation,
mation, the
the principal
principal factor was, as Sharon
Sharon Snyder and
and David
Mitchell have discussed in Cultural
Mitchell
Cultural Locations of
of Disability,
Disability, the
decline
decline of explicit eugenic
eugenic rationales. For, underpinning
underpinning the
the historihistori
cal development
development of the medical
medical model
model of disability was a claim
claim that
that
the so-called normal,
normal, fully functioning
functioning body plays a productive
productive role
Thus, “[t]he
"[t]he eugenics
eugenics movement
within the state. Thus,
movement is,”
is," as Paul Jaeger
and Cynthia
Cynthia Bowman have written, "the
“the quintessential
quintessential medical
approach
approach to disability"
disability” (14).
(14). This
This narrative of the decline
decline or transfortransfor
mation
mation of eugenics
eugenics into a more complex
complex (still often tacitly eugenic)
eugenic)
set of attitudes towards disability can be illustrated
illustrated and
and explained
explained by
a study of Pound
influenced; at the same time, their
Pound and the poets he influenced;
their
work can be helpfully
illuminated
in
the
light
helpfully illuminated
light of this narrative.
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I.
I. EUGENIC
EUGENIC MODERNISM
MODERNISM

AND
AND THE
THE MEDICAL'MODEL
MEDICAL'MODEL OF
DISABILITY
OF DISABILITY

Although Pound
Pound was
was not
not a straightforward adherent
adherent of a national
national
Although
eugenic
eugenic program
program (at least between
between his 1912
1912 essay "Patria
“Patria Mia"
Mia” and
and the
beginning of the Second
Second World War), the notion
that culture
beginning
notion that
culture could
be understood
need of cure surface(
surfaces at
understood as a sick or disabled body in need
various points throughout
throughout his early work. Disease, for Pound,
Pound, /Was
|was
something
something that
that affected not only body and
and mind,
mind, but
but also ideas and
literature.
literature. "Even
“Even for epidemics,"
epidemics,” he wrote in one essay,
essay, "a
“a few cranks
may spread a wider malefaction
malefaction than
than anything
anything short of plague uni
universal"
versal” (LE 150
150).
“malefaction” expressed itself for Pound in bad
). This "malefaction"
^rt: the material
material evidence
evidence of diseased beliefs. Art, in this way,
way,
~rt:
becomes both
both a symptom
symptom and
and possible cure. "Hugh
“Hugh Selwyn MauberMauberbecomes
ley” dramatizes
dramatizes this exchange
between failing bodies and failing art
l<ry''
exchange between
interesting ways.
in interesting
ways. In it,
it. Pound
Pound describes how a “myriad”
healthy
"myriad" healthy
soldiers ("Young
(‘Young blood and high
high blood, / fair cheeks, and fine bodbod
ies")
ies”) die "for
“for an old bitch
bitch gone in the
the teeth,
teeth, I/ For a botched
botched civilizaciviliza
tion, //For
two
gross
/ / For
gross of'broken
of broken statues"
statues” (P
(P188).
Pound’s own poetry,
188). Pound's
by contrast, is proffered as a potential
potential life-support, a striving to “resus
"resuscitate"
citate” a "dead
“dead art"
art” (185).
(185).
lvfany
Mhny of the Cantos-along
Ccmtos—along with the leitmotif
leitmotif of
of‘(make
new”—
''.make it new"
might
might be understood
understood as attempting
attempting the same challenge
challenge on a grander
grander
scale.4 As
scale.'^
As Michael
Michael Davidson has observed, "[Pound's]
“[Pound’s] desire to rein
reinvigorate English
English verse is often figured as a 'cure'
‘cure’ and ‘hygiene’”
'hygiene"'
("Disability
(“Disability Poetics"
Poetics” 586).
586). More
More specifically, in The Cantos Pound
represents decay through
through the metaphor
metaphor of infection.
infection. In Canto
Canto 45 he describes
the corrosive effects
"hath
brought
effects of Jewish usury, which
which "hath brought palsy to bed, lyeth
/I between
her bridegroom/
bridegroom / CONTRA
contra NATURAM."
naturam.” (586)
(586)55
between the
the young bride and her

On
On this basis, Davidson, following Michael
Michael Golston,
Golston, suggests
suggests that
that
whole—to the
the extent
extent that
that it is an epic-might
epic—might be
the Cantos as a whole-to
project with a eugenic
eugenic aim. Building
seen as a project
Building on Colston’s
Golston's work in
Rhythm
Rhythm and
and Race in Modernist
Modernist Poetry
Poetry and
and Science, Davidson places
Pound's
Pound s notion
notion of the tale of the tribe alongside Eliot's
Eliot’s credo of puripuri
fying the
the dialect
dialect of the tribe, hinting
hinting that
that the
the Cantps contains
contains "the
“the
ominous
ominous implications
implications of philological
(“Disability
Poetics”
philological cleansing”
cleansing" ("Disability Poetics"
584).
584).
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remembered as having any parPound’s
Pound's work would scarcely be remembered
tieularly special relation to a eugenic
eugenie standpoint,
standpoint, however, were it
ticularly
not for his wartime activities.
activities. Some of his most egregious attitudes
(72 and 73),
73), written in December
Deeember
are expressed in the Italian cantos (72
askPound, ask
Marinetti comes to Pound,
1944.
1944.In the first of these, the ghost of Marinetti
ing him
him for his body in service of Mussolini's
Mussolini’s Republic.
Republic. Pound
suggests
responds that he will write cantos instead of fighting, and suggests
chap,
"young
that if Marinetti
bodies,
he
should
take
some
“young
ehap,
wants
Marinetti
him a bit of
imbecille") and "give
flaccid & a half
wit” (“imbelle
“give him
("imbelle ed imbecille”)
half wit"
give
"to give
cervello") in order “to
po' di eervello”)
("un po’
courage and some brains”
brains" (“un
tanti")
fra
hero” ("Per
(“Per dare all'ltalia
all’Italia ancor'
ancor’ un eroe
tanti”)
another hero"
Italy another
is to
imbecile,
expendable
(72/425
and
432).
For
the
expendable
imbeeile,
the
best
option
is
432).
(72/425
suggests,
Pound
way,
this
faseist cause. Only in
way. Pound suggests,
be killed serving the fascist
73, Pound
canto 73,
can a paradisal Italy be born. In a similar vein, in eanto
to
explains
Cavalcanti
dead.
the
Guido Cavalcanti
Cavalcanti return
return from
Cavalcanti
sees Guido
("A me
Pound that it gives
pleasure to see his stock die out (“A
gives him no pleasure
Rooof
because
muoia")
non fa gioia / Che
la
muoia”)
because
the
faults
of
Roo
stirpe
mia
Che
"altosevelt,
Eden, who are now at the head
head of an “alto
Churchill and Eden,
sevelt, Churchill
spremuto
gether
squeezed
and
idiot
people”
(“popolo
spremuto
in
tutto
ed
("popolo
people"
gether

American"
"real American”
described, draws
Idahoan roots as a so-called “real
draws on his Idahoan
in the Teddy Roosevelt vein: ~-

9°

idiota”)
(73/435-36 and 438).
438).
idiota") (73/435-36
ways, but
number of ways,
These cantos, of course, are exceptional in a number
as witperiod
this
in
represent Pound's
Pound’s more general beliefs
wit
they do represent
particular his radio speeches.
work, in particular
nessed in his other propaganda work,
Throughout these speeches, as Benjamin
Benjamin Friedlander
Friedlander writes,
writes. Pound
Throughout
manner
can be heard “animalizing
"animalizing or pathologizing his enemies in a manner
diseugenic
of
context
overall
that
gains
coherence
his
dis
the
within
coherence
that
course”
pathologizing often takes the
specifically, this pathologizing
(121).More specifically,
course" (121).
form of casting the “idiof’
"simpleton" against an ideal of
"idiot" or the “simpleton”
Precarious," for
"The Precarious,”
racial ability and futurity. In one speech titled “The
simpletons" who write the
example.
"absolute simpletons”
example, Pound attacks the “absolute
degeneration and
newspaper as an example of race degeneration
Times, citing the newspaper
"England has
126).For “England
(RSWWII 126).
a lack of “human
thoroughbreds" {RSWWll
"human thoroughbreds”
chosen birth control INSTEAD
instead of Eugenics
Eugenics...... . . The
The so-called examexam
"would have
Pound, “would
says Pound,
ple of the race course, horsebreedin’,”
horsebreedin'," says
served the English race as a paradigm, but
but they didn't
didn’t use it"
it” (126).
(126).
obserbut similar obser
explicitly, but
England explicitly,
Here Pound is
about England
is talking about
pervations are variously applied to the United
United States. Adopting the per
Chace
sona of a no-nonsense
William Chace has
Pound, as William
pioneer, Pound,
no-nonsense pioneer.

91
91

Although Ezra Pound left the American
American frontier before he was
was two years old,
Although
himself
he often found his frontier origins rhetorically useful. He could set himself
against
type," i.e. the immigrant, by pointing to his ruggedly
"peasant type,”
th~ “peasant
again~t the
superior will. As
As one who had overcome the odds of his hostile environment
environment,
supenor
If~
he could castigate those who had instead gone under. Later in his career hfe
"decadence 1' of
American slang against the “decadence*’
would use an increasingly bizarre American
"type."
the
"decline" of the American “type.”
th~ immigrants, who were involved in the “decline”
as a means to deal with
Still later, ...
... he would improve upon castigation as
them; would, in fact, play dangerously with notions of eugenics as a way of
them;
(47)
reestablishing
reestablishing American racial purity. (47)

The
Pound's radio speeches is a biological
problem with America in Pound’s
The problem
"it would be better for you to be
one.
he tells his audience
that “it
audience that
Thus _he
?ne. Thus
than to be
Bright's disease, than
infected with typhus, and dysentery,
dysentery, and Bright’s
mfected
understanding
infected with this blindness which prevents you from understanding
Within
59).
HOW you are undermined"
undermined” (RSWWII 59). Within this scheme
scheme.
HOW
his~
Pound’s
mental illness are revealing both for their his
Pound's references to mental
ability
mental
that
ways
torical
irony
and
because
eomplex
ways
mental
complex
the
of
because
t?rical iron~
is particularly
links
representation and citizenship. This is
nat10nal ~epresentation
to. national
h_n~sto
29
on
Thus
Roosevelt.
visible
in
Pound’s
Roosevelt.
Thus
29 January
against
animus
Pounds
m
v1S1ble
Day":
Arbour
Pearl
Day.
"Arbour Day.
1942,
Day”:
that even before “Arbour
explained that
1942,he explained
been for months ILLEGALLY
illegally at war, through
through what I
~nited States had been
the United
was
mental condition was
considered to be the criminal acts of a President
President whose mental
NOT, as far as I could see, all that
that could or should be desired of a man in so
so
NOT,
23)
(RSWWII 23)
office. {RSWWII
responsible a position or office.

Maintaining
sentiments a year later, he would declare
deelare that
Maintaining the same sentiments
rter government
aetions of the Roosevelt-Frankfu
Roosevelt-Frankfurter
government may be due to sheer
the actions
Or the two may be twin born and
imbecility and not
rascality. Or
ingrained rascality.
not to ingrained
'em; analyze
Don't shoot ’em;
inseparable in that milieu. Go to it: diagnose 'em. Don’t
policy is due to badwhether their poliey
bad
their behavior, and tell us whether
their tropisms, their
235)
(RSWWII 235)
cerebellum. {RSWWII
heartedness or caries of the cerebellum.

instituis to have Roosevelt institu
Pound’s
Pound's mildest solution in these talks is
we
speech,,
1942
January
29
the
tionalized.
Hence,
conelusion
29
1942
speeeh,
to
conclusion
in
Hence,
tionalized.
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find the following ironic lines, often, as Friedlander
"cited
Friedlander points out, “cited
(118):
as a prophecy
prophecy of Pound’s
Pound's own fate”
fate" (118):

author who has ever taken a city or held up the diplomatic
[t]he only living author
crapule
machine-guns, he is in a position to speak with more
crap~!~ at the point
point of machine-guns,
authority
neurasthenic incompetents
incompetents or of writers who never
authority than a batch of neurasthenic
having swerved
swerved from
from their
might be,
be, or
are, supposed
supposed by
by the
the scientists
having
their jobs,
jobs, might
or are,
scientists
192)
and the populaee
populace to be incapable
incapable of aetion.
action. (LE 192)
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Does look like there was
was a weakness of mind in some quarters. Whom
Whom God
27)
would destroy,
destroy, he first sends to the bug house. (RSWWII
[RSWWII 27)

Or, more explicitly in the opening
opening of a speech
speech from April of the same
year:
year:

:l

l

I
!

------------

I think Roosevelt
Roosevelt ought
ought to be jailed, if a committee
committee of doctors thinks him
responsible for his actions, and I think
ought to be in a high walled gook
think he ought
house, or insane asylum ifhe
if he is NOT. (RSWWII
{RSWWII 84)
84)

The
mental illness as
The same sentiments-the
sentiments—the same association of mental
affecting not only Roosevelt but
but also the American
American body politicpolitic —
1945
America,
Roosevelt,
and the
form the conclusion
to
Pound's
conclusion
Pound’s 1945
and
Causes of
War:
of the Present War:
Roosevelt [is]
[is] in all this a kind of malignant
... an unclean
malignant tumour,
tumour,...
unclean exponent
exponent
of something
something less
less circumscribed
existence ....... His
circumscribed than
than his own evil
evil personal existence.
political life ought to be brought
brought sub judice.
judice. (18)
(18)

For Pound,
Churchill are “highly
"highly undesirable
Pound, Roosevelt and Churchill
undesirable specispeci
mens of inhumanity,"
inhumanity,” (RSWWII
{RSWWII 257),
257), senile and mentally
mentally deranged,
deranged,
think," says
says Pound
Pound in another
another of
candidates
out. 6 "I
candidates for being wiped out.^
“I think,”
his radio speeches, that
that "it
might be a good thing
“it might
thing to hang
hang Roosevelt
and a few hundred
yidds," adding, however, that, although
hundred yidds,”
although it "may
“may
sound
tame," such hanging
done by "due
sound tame,”
hanging must be done
“due legal process"
process”
(RSWWII 289).
{RSWWII
289).
In these speeches.
speeches, Pound’s
Pound's solutions are extreme. For Pound,
Pound, error
was disastrously “all
"all in the not done, / all in the diffidence that
falthat fal
(81/522);and the letters that
tered"
tered” (81/522);
that he sent in brash western slang
were often themselves muscular
muscular attempts
attempts to do, falling only slightly
short of advocating genocide.
genocide. Pound
Pound advocated action. UnwillingUnwilling
ness to carry this action
action out was
for
him
a
weakness
tantamount
was
him
tantamount to
disability.
belief-a central
understanding Pound's
disability. This
This belief—a
central one to understanding
Pound’s life
essay “Guido’s
"Guido's Relations,"
and work—is
work-is well expressed in his 1929
1929 essay
Relations,”
where, in contrast
contrast to the disabled Leopardi, he celebrates
celebrates "D'An“D’An
.
"
nunz10
as
nunzio”
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Statements such as these reveal a fundamental
interdependence
State-ments
fundamental interdependence
between
“Pound” and "disability."
“disability.” To the extent that
between the two terms "Pound"
Pound
constructed
his
own
identity
as
poet and activist,
oft^n did
Pound constructed
activist, he oftin
abject figures of sickness and disability
As Sharon Snyder
so against abject
disability..77 As
need for disability as a raw material for "a
“a
and others have shown, the need
is “foundational
modernity” (qtd. in McRuer
McRuer 72).
desired world”
world" is
"foundational to modernity"
72).
Recall,
instance, the "half-wit"
half-wit (("imbecille")
imbecille”) of canto 72
~ecall, for instance,
72 sacrificed
in
fascist utopia. Indeed,
Indeed, the relation between Poundian
m the cause of a fascist
modernism and a medical model of disability
disability is often that
mutu
modernism
that of a mutually defining
defining and mutually
informing
dialectic.
While
Pound’s
role
in
mutually
While Pound's
the way we understand
mod
understand disability is minimal,
minimal, the links between modernism and a medical model of disability are partly indebted
to
him.
indebted
Thus, for instance,
instance, in Robert
McRuer’s chapter
rehabilitation
Thus,
Robert McRuer's
chapter on US rehabilitation
Second World War, McRuer
McRuer describes the
of soldiers after the Second
repairing the broken
broken body according
according to an ideal norm
norm of
process of repairing
ability as definitively modernist;
modernist; this "rehabilitation
“rehabilitation initiative"
initiative,” he
claims, quoting
Henri-Jacques Stiker, was
conception
quoting Henri-Jacques
was a theoretical
theoretical conce~tion
that we can understand
understand as “essentially,
‘make it new'"
new’” (m).8
(111).8 The
The
that
"essentially, 'make
words, which
which are associated with Pound,
Pound, have come,
come, it seems, even
studies of disability that
represent
in stu?ies
that have little to do with poetics, to represent
a particular
modernist
entailment
to
a
medical
model
of
disability.
particular modernist entailment
medical model
disability.
II. PISA
WITH
DISABILITY
II.
PISA AND
AND THE
THE TROUBLE
TROUBLE
WITH
DISABILITY

reproduced the ideology of the medical
medical model
model of
If at times Pound
Pound reproduced
disability
in
his
work,
opposing
the
raw
material
of
the
disabled
body
disab!lity h!s ~ork, opposing
material
or mind
mmd to his ideal state, there
there are also moments
moments where disability
plays a less clearly oppositional
oppositional role. The
poems “La
Fraisne”
The early poems
"La Fraisne"
(1906) and "Pierre
“Pierre Vidal Old"
Old” (1909),
(1909), for instance,
instance, reveal Pound
(1906)
using
figures
of
mental
abnormality
to
achieve
a Browning-like dradra
usin_gfigur_es mental abnormality
tension. The
The monologue
monologue of a “gaunt,
councillor,” “La
matic tens10n.
"gaunt, grave councillor"
"La
Fraisne” dramatizes
although the
Fraisne"
dramatizes a mind
mind falling apart
apart (P 4). For althou;h
speaker describes himself
“[b]eing
himself as "[b]
eing in all things wise, and very old”
old"
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possi(4),
that he has fallen in love with a pool (or possi
(4), we soon discover that
wood:
bly a tree) in an ash wood:

symmetaphorically, a sym
In Pound’s
Pound's earlier cantos, disability appears metaphorically,
aesan
of
achievement
bol of cultural
aes
cultural disease in conflict with the achievement
plays a more intricate
thetic and eugenic
eugenic state; in the Pisan cantos it plays
loss, of the failed war
role. At base, disability appears as
a
symbol
of
loss,
as
Europe. Failing
effort,
metaphor for a damaged Europe.
as a corporeal metaphor
effort, and as
shoulders" of
bodies are encountered
often.
They
inelude
the
‘
bent
/ shoulders
"bent/
include
They
encountered
the peasant
7~445; the blindness of Polyphemus and the lines
peasant in 74/445;
as
stupidfr as
is, just getting stupider
“death
insanity/suicide
degeneration
degeneration / that is,
"death
77f495;the
they get older”
Cassandra" of 77/495;
"wind mad as Cassandra”
76/477; the “wind
older" of 76/477;
Menifias
Las Meninas
"dwarfs" of Las
“eyes
78/503; the “dwarfs”
loca" of 78/503;
Dofia Juana la loca”
"eyes of Dona
eyes" of
"sered
own
and “jambe-de-bois”
“sered eyes”
Pound's
525; and Pound’s
90/513, 525;
"jambe-de-bois" of 90/513,
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that I am mad
say that
men say
Though
Though all men
is only that I am glad,
It is
love
Very
Very glad, for my bride hath toward me a great love
women
than the love of women
That
That is sweeter than
(5)
away. (5)
burn and drive one away.
That
That plague and burn

councilor forgetting
The
melodramatically with the old councilor
poem ends melodramatically
The poem
was a
"Once there was
the woman
who
apparently
drove
him
mad.
“Once
apparently
woman
hope she will not
.. / ... I hope
woman,”
forget .... . she was ../...
"but I forget.
says, “but
woman," he says,
(5).
again"
come again” (5).
recognizing the
Pound
among the modernists in recognizing
was not alone among
Pound was
Eliot's
number of Eliot’s
potential
potential poetic value of madness and old age. A number
decrepitude.
with
early works
decrepitude. The
works were written out of a fascination
Eliot's nervous
composed in the wake of Eliot’s
Waste Land
was famously composed
Land was
againe" (69).
mad
"Hieronymo's
breakdown, and ends on the note of “Hieronymo’s
againe”
modconcepts of madness and mod
As
Sass has illustrated, the two concepts
As Louis Sass
Further,
ernism are conceptually
very
closely
related.
Further,
with
regard
to
conceptually
TrouPerelman's The Trou
concepts, Bob Perelman’s
the poetic value of these paired
paired concepts.
between discussion of
ble with Genius points out the association between
,N"orPoundian
Poundian genius and insanity in the period, drawing on Max jSfordegenerWeininger's studies of degener
dau’s,
Lombroso's, and Otto Weininger’s
dau's, Cesare Lombroso’s,
acy, criminality, and sexual deviance.
acy,
himself from the persona of the biopolitiWhile
distanced himself
While Pound distanced
1930s, and the
1920s, the 1930s,
during the later 1920s,
cally marginalized
marginalized figure during
responsihimself in the position of responsi
early 1940s,
present himself
1940s, preferring to present
its poetic possibility again in The Pisan
ble policy maker, he did mine
mine its
idenswerve toward Villon iden
"Pound's swerve
Cantos. As
As Ronald Bush writes, “Pound’s
reneoutcast instead of the governor, the rene
tified the poem
poem with the outcast
courtier"
the
of
bohemian instead
gade instead of the policeman,
courtier”
policeman, the bohemian
list. For
Bush's list.
madman to Bush’s
(116).
One might also add the role of the madman
(116).One
of
reversal
complete
a
constitute complete
although
although the Pisan cantos do not constitute
discapture, dis
Pound's capture,
moment of Pound’s
attitudes towards disability at the moment
by
relations
of
set
different
very
a
into
ability and poetry were thrown
circumstances of fascism being
circumstances,
circumstances, most obviously by the circumstances
givdependent on his giv
becoming
defeated and of Pound’s
life
becoming
partly dependent
Pound's
impairment.
ing an impression of impairment.

83/549.
83/549.
content of the Pisan
But disability is
is not simply an aspect of the content
modelPound's model
cantos. It also affects
through Pound’s
movement through
poem's movement
affects the poem’s
fragmentary
ing for us, through
an
unprecedentedly
fragmentary
format,
of his
y
unprecedentedl
through
struggles
fragmenting
particular, we see this in his struggles
fragmenting consciousness. In particular,
become
to remember,
which,
as
in
the
earlier
“La
Fraisne,”
become
part of
Fraisne,"
"La
which,
remember,
men
that
evil
"[']The evil
the poem. In canto 80, for instance,
instance, we read, “[‘]The
Caesar/ / unless memory
do lives
is from Julius Caesar
them'/ / well, that is
lives after them’
C. started / buying
Horace
"so
trick me,”
then, a few lines later, “so
me," and then,
me"
someone
name, be it not Innes, escapes me”
else's paintings / whose name,
someone else’s
been
Pound
(80/521-22).
In
one
sense,
it
is
obvious
that
Pound
may
not
have
been
is
(80/521-22).
evil that men
"The evil
certain
of the line “The
memory of the location ·of
certain of his memory
remember
do lives
after
them.”
Yet
he
writes
his
inability
to
remember
into the
Yet
them."
lives
becomes part of
poem itself;
mental obstacle becomes
itself; overcoming a personal mental
way, Pound
the texture of his epic. In modeling
modeling an incapacity in this way.
includes a new sense of his limitations.
recognizes and includes
diffimodeled diffi
This sense of limitation
particular, to a modeled
limitation relates, in particular,
culty in speaking: both politically and more literally. An example
occurs at the beginning
England / that free
"Oh my England
74= “Oh
beginning of canto 74:
speech without
free
radio
speech
is
as
zero”
(446).
Juxtaposed with
(446).
zero"
as
is
without
education / and
this is
"or the man with an education
Ouan Jin, “or
is the figure of Ouan
because
whose moufti
was
removed
by
his
father
/
because
he
made too many
father/
was
mouth
assospeech, Pound asso
things”
Deprived of the power of radio speech.
things" (446-47). Deprived
without a
is without
ciates his Pisan persona with a mythieal
mythical figure who is
proto pro
how
us
instruct
mouth.
mouth. In support, the Pisan cantos often
Magdalen /
President of Magdalen
"the President
nounce
parentheses, “the
as in the parentheses,
nounce words as
catolicismomucho
aquf
(rhyming dawdlin’)”
(74/465),
or
the
“Hay
aqui
mucho
catolicismo—
"Hay
dawdlin')" (7~465),
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(sounded
(sounded / catolithismo)
catolit/iismo) / y muy poco reliHion"
reliHion” of Padre Jose EliEli
zondo (81/537).
(81/537). Unable
Unable to perform
perform his words over the air, Pound's
Pound’s
poetry becomes
becomes a way of substituting
substituting for the
the sense of sound,
sound, scoring
his voice like the music of "Sidelights
“Sidelights from Salassi"
Salassi” in canto 75.
75.
Disability might
might then
then be seen as central
central to Pound's
Pound’s composition
composition in
the Pisan cantos, not
not as it is in the medical
medical model
model described
described aboveabove—
that
that is, as a dialectical opponent
opponent to Pound's
Pound’s ideal state-but
state—but rather
rather as
a more performative aspect
aspect of composition,
composition, "part
“part of the
the process,"
process,” as
Pound
Pound says
says of wind and rain in canto 74 (455).
(455). Earlier,
Earlier, disability was
was
the negative pole to an aesthetics of health;
here
it
is
a
constituent
health; here
constituent
element
element of an aesthetic
aesthetic ideal. Pound
Pound hints at this recognition
recognition in the
repeated
repeated quotation
quotation of Aubrey Beardsley's
Beardsley’s line "Beauty
“Beauty is difficult":
difficult”:

At [the] age of 15
15a consumptive
consumptive gave me a copy of Salome
Salome with Beardsley’s
Beardsley's
'em out, theywvere
they-were so ugly.
ugly. But for more than
than ten years of
illustrations. I cut ‘em
life I considered
considered this an act of genuine
genuine fanaticism. I came
came to see the ..... .
my life
damn it all, call ‘em
'em merits of Beardsley's
Beardsley's distortions. {RSWWIl
(RSWWII 192)
damn

La beaute,
beauts, "Beauty is difficult, Yeats"
Yeats” said Aubrey Beardsley
when
when Yeats
Yeats asked why he
he drew horrors
or at least not Burne-Jones
and
and Beardsley knew he was dying and had to
make his hit
hit quickly
hence
hence no more B-J
B-J in his product.
product.
So very difficult, Yeats,
Yeats, beauty
beauty so difficult. (80/531)
(80/531)

For Pound, Beardsley is the figure of a disabled artist and also of a difdif
ferent kind of aesthetics, one that
that does not fit into Pound's
Pound’s schema
schema of
good art being healthy
healthy art. We know this-strangely
this—strangely enough-from
enough—from
the radio speeches. Here Pound
Pound presents Beardsley as a figure of sinsin
cerity:
cerity:
HIS sane youthful impulse
impulse was to pre-Raphealite
pre-Raphealite beauty. Early drawings,
Burne-Jones, that's
that’s what
what he WANTED.
wanted. Yeats
Yeats asked him
him why he hadn't
hadn’t stuck
to it. Beardsley was no slouch,
slouch, he was a courageous
courageous invalid. He was a heroic
invalid, up to the point
point of his force. He didn't
didn’t lie to himself
himself nor to his friends
in private. He answered: Beauty is so DIFFICULT.
difficult. (RSWWII
{RSWWIl 193)
193)

Pound
Pound tells this anecdote
anecdote in a speech
speech about
about the value of healthy
healthy art,
about
about "Mediterranean
“Mediterranean sanity and beauty, order"
order” (192).
(192). "HEALTH,"
“health,” he
claims in this speech,
speech, "is
“is MORE
more interesting
interesting than
than disease. Health
Health is
TOTAL.
TOTAL. Beauty is MORE
more interesting
interesting than
than distortion"
distortion” (192).
(192). And yet, in
some ways
ways the
the passage contradicts this aesthetic
aesthetic theory. For as Pound
Pound
grudgingly admits:

.
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1'he “merits
"merits of Beardsley’s
Beardsley's distortions”—analogous
distortions" -analogous in this schema
schema to
The
the “merits
"merits of Beardsley’s
Beardsley's disease”
disease" —trouble
-trouble
Pound's eugenic
eugenic
the
Pound’s
schema. In the Pisan cantos, this alternative mode of producfion
produstion is
schema.
involves not the attain
attainone that
that Pound
Pound takes up in his own praxis. It involves
ment of a universal beauty, but
but a struggle with body or mind
mind after
ment
ill and
beauty. Like Beardsley, Pound,
Pound, when
when he was
was in the DTC,
DTC, was
was ill
himself pushed
pushed for time. Beardsley models the possibility of
believed himself
"courageous" or “heroic
"heroic invalid.”
invalid." He is
is the figurehead
an art of the “courageous”
is
deployment of disability,
disability, blindness,
blindness, and fumbling. It is
of a poetic deployment
that we see continuing
continuing in various ways
ways throughout
throughout the remain
remainone that
until “Notes
"Notes for Canto
Canto CXVII et seq.,”
seq.," which opens
ing cantos, up until
Elizabeths. While
While Pound
Pound never abandoned
abandoned his
in the gardens of St. Elizabeths.
Secti~n:
political projects, returning
returning to them
them more emphatically
emphatically in Section:
Rock-Drilland Thrones,
Thrones,and while even at the end he would write
wnte
Rock-Drill
(116/815),
for
many
emphatically
that
"the
beauty
is
not
the
madness"
emphatically that “the
madness” (116/815),
import of these later cantos is
is determined
determined by the Pisan
readers the import
understood as a “naked
"naked transcription
transcription of [Pound’s]
[Pound's] arduous
arduous and
cantos, understood
120),and
mental condition”
condition" (Bacigalupo, qtd. in Bush 120),
at times arid mental
(116/816)and
ultimate concessions “I
"I cannot
cannot make it cohere”
cohere" (116/816)
by the ultimate
"I lost my center
center/ / fighting the world”
world" (“Notes
("Notes for CXVII et seq.”/822).
seq."/822).
“I
between Pound’s
Pound's performance
performance of his dis
disIn all of this, the line between
ability or madness and its
its non-performed
non-performed base is a difficult one to
draw. While
While a critical consensus has solidified around
around claims that
draw.
Pound was not insane but
but did use the appearances
appearances of insanity as an
Pound
expedient ruse, attempts
attempts to reveal Pound’s
Pound's underlying
underlying sanity are
expedient
Indeed, from
premised on a medical
medical model of disability.^
disability.9 Indeed,
invariably premised
first, they were made by psychiatrists contending
contending with the opin
opinthe first,
principal psychiatrist, Dr. Winfred
Winfred Overholser.^o
Overholser. JO While
ion of the principal
valuable ' these claims add little to a study of the discursive
discursive construc
construevaluable,
tion of insanity in the case of Ezra Pound. For even if we assume that
Pound performed
performed his insanity for many years,
~ears, it’s
it's a performance
performance that
Pound
considered as a part of his self-fashioning and
needs to be carefully considered
Indeed, to a certain
certain extent, mental
mental disability was
was ubiquitous
ubiquitous
poetics. Indeed,

l
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in Pound's
Pound’s life. Thus,
Thus, when
when Robert Frost asked Omar
Omar Pound
Pound
"whether
“whether his father was really crazy,"
crazy,” Omar
Omar allegedly "shrugged
“shrugged and
replied,
replied, 'Like
‘Like always"'
always’” (Tytell 315).
315).
A personal engagement
engagement with the fringes of madness
madness and
and the strugstrug
gle to "make
it
cohere"
is
one
of
the
ways
that
John
Tytell
casts
his
“make cohere”
the ways that John
subject's life in Ezra
Ezra Pound:
Pound: The
The Solitary
Solitary Volcano.
Volcano.Although
Although Tytell
subject’s
evidence that
that Pound
clearly sets out the evidence
Pound bluffed his insanity, the narnar
rative of Pound's
Pound’s youth is
is unswerving in its representation
representation of the poet
as always
always heading
heading towards a mental
mental asylum. I I With
With a degree of creepcreep
ing determinism
determinism the introduction
introduction reports how Pound,
Pound, at a London
London
literary luncheon,
luncheon, "deliberately
“deliberately and delicately
delicately munched
munched a centercenterpiece
of
piece tulips when
when he felt neglected,"
neglected,” making
making him
him "seem
“seem the fool
or the madman"
madman” (5).
(5). Later, his friends would pick up on these
these "warn“warn
ing indications,"
Eliot
pointing
out
that
Pound's
letters
were becomindications,” Eliot pointing out that Pound’s
becom
ing "incomprehensible"
Herbert Read dubbing
dubbing "Pound's
“incomprehensible” and Sir Herbert
“Pound’s
ideas on Social Credit
'amiable lunacy"'
Credit ‘amiable
lunacy’” (8). After the war Pound
Pound
"refused
“refused to admit
admit that
that he had been
been wrong,"
wrong,” and Tytell's
Tytell’s prologue
prologue
concludes
concludes from this that
that "he
“he had played the madman-poet
madman-poet so long
that
that he could
could no longer
longer distinguish between
between a role and reality"
reality” (9).
Pound
Pound had become
become "a
“a sort of King Lear of modernism"
modernism” (10).
(10).
While
While Tytell's
Tytell’s summarized
summarized trajectory
trajectory is liable to accusations
accusations of
hindsight
hindsight bias, The Solitary
Solitary Volcano
Volcano is replete
replete with suggestions that
Pound's
Pound’s whole career
career was entwined
entwined with a worry over insanity. There
There
contemporaries describing
him as crazy,
crazy,
are many examples of his contemporaries
describing him
insane, "a
(Lewis; 210),
“a revolutionary simpleton"
simpleton” (Lewis;
210), "arrested
“arrested in develdevel
opment"
opment” (H.D.; 179),
179), "Lord
“Lord Ga-Ga"
Ga-Ga” (William
(William Carlos Williams;
Williams; 268),
or as having "bats
“bats in the
the belfry"
belfry” (Olga Rudge; 305).
305). Notably, Pound's
Pound’s
activities running
running up to his incarceration
incarceration in Pisa were often
explained
explained or excused as those of a madman.
madman. Before he spoke on U.S.
radio, the director of the National
National Institute
Institute of Cultural
Cultural Relations with
Foreign Countries
Countries "asserted
“asserted that
that in his opinion
opinion Pound
Pound was pleasantly
insane"
(Tytell
2fo).
The
opinion
was
also
expressed
in Italy. Thus,
insane”
261). The opinion
Thus,
among Pound's
fifty-odd letters to Mussolini there
memorandum
among
Pound’s fifty-odd
there is a memorandum
from the ministry of propaganda:
propaganda: "One
“One thing
thing that
that is clear is that
that the
author
qtd. in Tytell 239).
author is mentally
mentally unbalanced"
unbalanced” ((qtd.
239).
More striking than
than these exterior judgments,
judgments, however, are Pound's
Pound’s
own references to being
being on the brink
brink of insanity. When
When deciding
deciding on
a career, for instance,
]resently ...
instance, he wrote to Viola Baxter that
that "[p
“[pjresently
. . .

seemed to be between
between graduate
graduate work and ‘an
'an insane asy
asythe choice seemed
lum
although
maybe
that
isni
so
very
different"'
(Tytell
25).
When
lum although
isn’t
different’”
25). When
touting the work of the pianist Katherine
Katherine Ruth Heyman,
Heyman, he warned
touting
Burton Hessler “not
"not to tell his parents what he was doing
his friend Burton
think that
that he had ‘gone
'gone clean
clean crazy instead of partway’”
partway"' (38)
(38)
lest they think
When writing a review of his own work he included
included the comment,
comment,
When
“Those
"Those who do not consider
consider it crazy may well consider
consider it inspired”
insvired"
(38). At one time Pound
Pound became
became interested
interested in palmistry and discov
(38).
1iscovered “a
"a line in his palm which
which was
was revealed to him
him as a potential
potential sign
"definitely decided
decided at that time ‘not
'not
of madness. He said that he had “definitely
to go crazy’”
crazy"' (291).
(291).In one of his Polite
PoliteEssays
Essayshe declared,
declared, “It
"It may be
that my weekly writings are no more articulate
articulate than
than the trumpetings
trumpetings
that
elephant" (qtd. in Tytell 221).
221).Such
Such references continue
continue
of a terrified elephant”
when Pound
Pound was admitted
admitted to St. Elizabeths
Elizabeths and beyond. The
The main
main
when
is that the line between
between the figurative and the literal are
difference is
further blurred.
blurred. Hence,
Hence, when
when Williams
Williams sent a copy of Paterson
Patersonto
further
Pound at St. Elizabeths,
Elizabeths, Pound admitted
admitted to not being able to read it:
it:
Pound
"Can't
clamp
mind
on
anything
packed ..... . . main
main spring
“Can’t clamp mind
anything so closely packed.
is busted”
busted" (qtd. in Tytell 296)—a
296)-a complaint
complaint he would repeat. Many
is
years later, after seeing Samuel Beckett’s
Beckett's Fin-de-partie,
Fin-de-partie,(in which
which two
the variously disabled
disabled characters
characters live in dustbins),
of the
dustbins), Pound
Pound
"C'est moi dans
clans la poubelle”
poubelle" (qtd. in Tytell 336).
336). The
The
exclaimed: “C’est
self-diagnosis, at once
once tragic and comic, is apt: Pound
Pound the “ego
"ego scripself-diagnosis,
tor" was
was himself
himself a product
product of a modernism
modernism that
that had spanned
spanned the
tor”
between inspiration
inspiration and-disability
and.disability (C 62/350).
fo/350).
divide between
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III.
POUND,
DISABILITY,
AND
III.
POUND,
DISABILITY,
AND
LATE MODERNIST
MODERNIST
U.S. POETRY
POETRY
LATE
U.S.

There are grounds
grounds for reading Pound’s
Pound's time in the DTC
DTC and St. Eliz
ElizThere
much as exceptional
exceptional in Pound’s
Pound's career,
abeths and its poetry not so much
but as indicative of a tension
tension that
that runs through
through its entire
entire length
length and
but
generally through
through much
much of modernism.
modernism. Why then
then do I focus
more generally
moment in
on the Pisan cantos in this paper, citing this decad as the moment
which Pound’s
Pound's relations to disability came to a head? While
which
While they
ought to be considered
considered an integral part of Pound’s
Pound's broader
broader project
project (as
(as
ought
continuation of the Italian
Italian cantos), the Pisans merit
merit special
well as a continuation
consideration for a disability-sensitive
disability-sensitive history of American
American poetry in
consideration
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the twentieth
twentieth century
century mainly
mainly because
because they were so influential
influential for
later American
Ginsberg, Oppen,
American poets (Olson, Ginsberg,
Oppen, Duncan)
Duncan) and for the
notion
notion of what constitutes
constitutes the late-modernist
late-modernist tradition.
In arguing this, I would like to return
return to the talk that
that inspired
inspired this
paper: Susan Schweik's
"Modernist
Eugenics
and
Post-Modem
Schweik’s “Modernist Eugenics and Post-Modern PoetPoet
ics;' given at a symposium
symposium on Modernism
Modernism and Disability at the Uni
ics,”
University
versity of Pennsylvania in March
March 2013.
2013. Schweik's
Schweik’s main
main argument,
argument, to
be clear, was not
not about
about Pound
Pound but
but John
John Wieners's
Wieners’s poem
poem "Children
“Children
of the Working Class,"
Class,” written, as the subtitle
subtitle has it, "from
“from incarcerincarcer
ation, Taunton
Taunton State Hospital, 1972."
1972.” "Children
“Children of the Working
Class"
that inspires very mixed reactions,
Class” is a difficult poem, and one that
partly because,
because, while Wieners
Wieners describes the disabled with an
appalling brutality ((e.g.
e.g. "the
“the horror
horror of/
of / dwarfs,
dwarfs, who cannot
cannot stand up
straight with crushed
crushed skulls"),
skulls”), he also ends the poem
poem by writing, "I
“I am
them" (176).
(176).At the same time as he makes use of the familiar
one of them”
abjecting
abjecting strategies for the disabled, he claims identity
identity with them.
them.
In interpreting
interpreting this tension
tension in Wieners's
Wieners’s poem,
poem, Schweik pointed
pointed
out
out that
that the text's
text’s meaning
meaning is not simply alone.
alone. Invoking Kamran
Javadizadeh's
Javadizadeh’s work, she said, "By
“By the time
time Wieners
Wieners wrote this poem,
poem,
modem American
American poetry had a long tradition
tradition of poems [written] that
modern
that
way."
way.” Placing
Placing "Children
“Children of the Working Class"
Class” alongside Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Bishop's
Bishop’s "Visits
“Visits to Saint Elizabeths,"
Elizabeths,” Robert
Robert Lowell's
Lowell’s "Walking
“Walking in
Blue,"
Blue,” and Anne Sexton's
Sexton’s "Ringing
“Ringing the Bells,"
Bells,” Schweik suggested
that the problem
problem of the poem’s
poem's legibility (that is, the problem
problem of its
its
seemingly divided sympathy) was bound
bound up with its uneasy inheriinheri
tance
tance of modernist
modernist understandings
understandings of disability.
disability. Hence,
Hence, in concluconclu
sion, she said:

movement
movement that
that involved in part not
not only breaking
breaking down the clear
elear
medical differentiation
but also breaking
breaking down the
medieal
differentiation of the'disabled,
the'disabled, but
12
interpretation of the disabled as not full citizens.
citizens.'^
well-studied interpretation
Although
Although Schweik's
Schweik’s paper
paper was not
not primarily
primarily about
about Pound,
Pound, she did
raise the
question
of
why
it
was
that
Pound
had
not been
the question
that Pound
been studied in
conjunction
disability. The
question is a good one, because
because the
eon
junction with disability.
The question
case
ease of Ezra Pound
Pound was
was important
important in the history of deinstitutjonaldeinstitutjonalization,
ization, coming
coming at a moment
moment in which
which questions of citiz1nship
citizenship
(Pound's
(Pound’s "treason")
“treason”) were asked alongside questions of mental
mental impairimpair
ment
ment in the
the context
eontext of poetry and
and a national
national poetic
poetic tradition (for the
Cantos make a number
generic status as a national
number of claims to generic
national epic).
Thus,
one
of
the
causes of indignation
Thus,
indignation when
when Pound
Pound was awarded the
Bollingen
Bollingen prize was that
that the prize was supposed
supposed to go to a U.S. citiciti
zen
for
an
American
poem.
Yet,
as
Wai-Chee
zen
American poem. Yet, Wai-Chee Dimock
Dimock summarizes,
summarizes,
"As an American,
A,.merican, Ezra Pound
Pound was deficient
deficient indeed”'(n6).*^
indeed".(116). 13 Here
“As
one symbolic meaning
meaning of Pound's
Pound’s time in St. Elizabeths
Elizabeths and his subsub
sequent
sequent release on the understanding
understanding that
that he was still insane
becomes
becomes evident; namely, that
that America
America and
and the Pound
Pound tradition
tradition only
went
went together
together in the later twentieth
twentieth century
century through
through the extenuation
extenuation
Pound, of
of the diagnosis of deficiency
deficiency and implied
implied mental
mental illness. Pound,
course,
eourse, was aware of this, claiming
elaiming that
that "[t]he
“[t]he insane asylum is
is the
only place
plaee I could
could have lived in, in this country,"
country,” i.e., the United
United
States (qtd. by Tytell 314).
3rq). More famously, extending his own situasitua
tion to the rest of the nation,
nation, he explained that
that he was never released
from the hospital, for "all
“all America is
is an insane asylum"
asylum” ("Pound,
(“Pound, in
Italy").
Italy”).
If Pound's
Pound’s person
person modeled
modeled a form of deficient
deficient citizenship
citizenship in late
inspiration for how such
modernity, then
then the
the Pisan cantos provided inspiration
a troubled
troubled and troubling
troubling citizenship
eitizenship might
might be written. Other,
Other, earlier
decads of the cantos
eantos might
might be said to have aimed
aimed to build
build an ideal
state (the Adams cantos for instance),
instance), suggesting the equation
equation
between
a
coherent
body
politic
between eoherent
politie and
and an ultimately
ultimately coherent
eoherent poem,
poem,
but it is in the Pisan cantos that
that we see the clearest fracturing
but
fraeturing of this
ordered
ordered system. It is the tensions of this fracture,
fraeture, as Peter Nicholls
Nieholls
has argued,
argued, that
that have been
been most influential
influential to a younger
younger generation
generation
of poets.1
poets. 4 The
The Pisan cantos do not only proceed
proceed through
through the
the recogrecog
nition of the failure of an earlier
earlier model
model of the relations among
among poetic
nition
body, body of the poet, and body of the state. As
As Burton
Burton Hatlen
Hatlen
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[I]n "Children
"Children of the Working Class"
Class” we can discern the workings of modmod
ernist eugenics morphing
morphing into our liberal eugenics today-a
today—a eugenics that
you may never see
see...... . . Speakers, fluent
fluent or halting, of this language of our
eugenics don't
don’t say "them"
“them" (as in DeJamett's
Dejarnett’s "Oh
“Oh why do we allow these peopeo
ple / To breed"). They
They come
come to say "I;'
“I,” speaking a language of personal grief
sorrow and suffering and choice or coercion and a hard life course and a
and sorrow
complex admixture of genetics and environment.
environment.
I am one of them.

Schweik's
placed Wieners's
poem and
Schweik’s study placed
Wieners’s poem
and its formal difficulties
within the history of deinstitutionalization
deinstitutionalization in the United
United States: a
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contribution to Ezra Pound
Pound and Poetic
Poetic Influence,
Infl,uence,the
the
argued in his contribution
"grounded in a poetic method
method quite different from the
Pisans are “grounded
method
method of earlier sections of The Cantos"
Cantos” (132).
(132). In these poems,
Pound is
is "engaged
“engaged in a conscious attempt
attempt to 'put
‘put himself
himself back
together"'
while
threatened
with
imminent
death
(148).
together’”
threatened
imminent
(148). Abandoning
Abandoning
composition and a fixed left margin, Pound
Pound makes the
an orderly composition
page into a field of composition,
composition, allowing us to see his words as, in
Charles Olson’s
Olson's theory, an indication
indication of the breath. For the “projec
"projecCharles
poem," summarizes
summarizes Hatlen,
tive poem,”
does not “seek
"seek to describe but
but to enact,"
enact,” and in The Pisan
Pisan Cantos
Cantos the dispodispo
sition of the words across the page becomes,
becomes, precisely, the act of Ezra Pound
engaging the world, moment
moment by moment.
moment. (146)
(146)

Instead of trying to read these cantos for their thematic
thematic patterns and
careful structure, Hatlen argues that they are best read through Olson’s
Olson's
legacy-as a living, improvisatory struggle, a “going
"going by language”
language"
legacy—as
(149).It is
is a struggle that is closely related to a disability poetics in
(149).
literature in the second half
half of the twentieth
twentieth century.
U.S. art and literature
another lateIn order to show this, it helps to glance at the work of another
twentieth century
century American
American poet: Larry Eigner. Eigner
Eigner had cerebral
palsy,
palsy, a condition that gave him
him very little control over his muscles.
He could speak with difficulty,
difficulty, as well as write, again with difficulty,
difficulty,
on a typewriter.
typewriter. Many of his poems-including
poems—including this one from his 1968
1968
book Air the Trees—are
Trees-are written from the vantage point
point of his.
his.porch:
porch:
My mind a cloud

wet sponge
sponge
aa wet
there are mountains
mountains nearby
construction men
construction
men going to the job
in white helmets below
)or yellow like
their crane
the heights

timber immobile
immobile swung
timber
air
air
distances

all in mind

direction
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green cars
cars pass
pass
green
blue
blue
nails

build
build
now

red

white

slow as the clock

fog burns
the sun up
and down

through (16)
(16)
through

been suggested that
that the layout of Eigner’s
Eigner's composition
It has been
composition was
was
influenced by his difficulty writing and by the technology of
partly influenced
his medium.
medium. This is also often cited as a an obvious instance
instance of comcom
position by field-which,
field—which, if we accept
accept Hatlen's
Hatlen’s genealogy, links back
to the Pisan cantos. So, in this sense, there is a genealogy of form
between
The poem, however, also owes
between Pound and Eigner.15
Eigner.The
owes much
much
characteristo a more general attitude, mode, and set of key images characteris
tic of the Pisan cantos. Eigner’s
Eigner's mountain,
mountain, for instance,
instance, recalls
Pound's imagined
imagined Taishan; the cloud at the beginning
beginning recalls “the
"the
Pound’s
meadows" (76/479);
(76/479); and the ending
clouds over the Pisan meadows”
ending descrip
descripburning off the fog recalls Pound’s
Pound's own daily watch
tion of the sun burning
watching of the sun passing over his head. Moreover, one of the repeated
refrains of the Pisan cantos is the teaching; "How
“How is
is it far, if you think
of it"
it” (77/493),
(77/493), which
which appears to be reprised here in the words
"heights
“heights distances / all in mind."
mind.” For Eigner
Eigner as for Pound, the objecobjec
rendered accessible through
through a return
return to the
tive and inaccessible are rendered
discovery of a connection
connection between
between oneself
oneself and one’s
one's
subjective: a discovery
environment (“my
("my mind
mind is
is a cloud”).
cloud").
environment
mean to suggest that Pound’s
Pound's experience
experience of being caged
I do not mean
was the same as the experience
experience of cerebral palsy.
was
palsy. Pound did, how
however, offer ra
a powerful and successful example of how a very different
poetic experience
experience of limited mobility could
eould be mediated
mediated and made
large, spreading across the page, taking up space and moving with
the mind
mind of the reader. Like the Pisan cantos, Eigner's
Eigner’s Air the Trees
Trees
allows us to share in an experience
experience of disability as a process. But
allows
Eigner's method,
method, in this sense, is
is not about
about expressing his disability
disability
Eigner’s
much as it is a ereative
creative exploration of its potential.
potential. It is one exam
examso mueh
American poetics recognized
recognized and engaged the curiosity
ple of how American
and challenge
imperfect mind, body, and voice at
challenge of integrating
integrating the imperfect
a particular
particular moment
moment in the history of literary form. Its a process of
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actively inhabiting
poem, a process that
that is, of being
being a citizen,
inhabiting the poem,
citizen, in
this case, of a U.S. textual space.
In his article “Missing
"Missing Larry,"
tenLarry,” Michael
Michael Davidson describes a ten
dency in the US in the 1950s
1950s and ’60s
'6os towards an aesthetics of sponspon
taneity and embodiment,
embodiment, naming
naming as instances
instances performance
performance poetry,
leaping
painting, projective verse, deep image, hapleaping poetry, action painting,
hap
penings, spontaneous
spontaneous bop prosody.
prosody. In these movements,
movements, we are told
that
"healthy, preferably young body becomes
marker of polit
politthat the “healthy,
becomes a marker
ical agency”
agency" (7).
(7). Although
Although a "poetics
of
embodiment
foregrounds
“poetics embodiment foregrounds the
body as source for artistic production,"
production,” inevitably the material
material diffidiffi
culty of this body is
then elided from its meaning
(8).16 For Davidis then
meaning (8).'^
David
son, however, what a poetics of disability offers
offers is to "unsettle
“unsettle the
thematics
appeared" in these “literary
"literary and artis
artisthematics of embodiment
embodiment as it appeared”
tic movements
movements of the 1960s"
1960s” (7). Many poets may be reevaluated
reevaluated by
way of this lens. Thus,
Thus, in "Disability
"Davidson asks,
asks, “What
"What
“Disability Poetics, “Davidson
would it mean”
mean" to read

history. For if proclaims by attempting
attempting to write Pound
Pound into the later history.
jectivism stems in one of its genealogies from the Pisan cantos, then
then
mind is-at
beginning of this poetic
the disabled body or mind
is—at the very beginning
movement-a
hitherto unnoticed
unnoticed determinant
determinant of its legibility.
movement—a
hitherto
Retelling the history of movements
embodiment from the per
perRetelling
movements of embodiment
spective of disability,
Pound in Pisa as an example allows us to
disability, taking
taking Pound
see that
that they may in fact be premised,
premised, not on the absence
barJiers
absence of barriers
between
production, but
pres,:nce
between body and artistic production,
but precisely their
their presence
(hence the difficulty of Beardsley's
allows us to
(hence
Beardsley’s beauty). In tum,
turn, this allows
see how, as Davidson writes, “Charles
"Charles Olson's
Olson’s assertion that
that 'Limits /
what any of us / are inside oP
of"” might
might speak “as
"as much
much for the cre
creare what
potential of the disabled artist as it does for the American
American polis"
ative potential
polis”
and the self-reliant hero of the Maximus poems (9).
Pound won the Bollingen
Bollingen Prize in 1949,
1949, T. S. Eliot, Allen
After Pound
Tate, and others were "[f]orced
defend the claims of art against
“[fjorced to defend
political
political judgment,"
judgment,” and in doing so, they "fixed
“fixed the terms of a period
of formalist criticism that
that lasted for a generation
generation and more"
more” (Bush
118).
Pound has been
apo118). Perhaps because
beeause Pound
been appreciated
appreciated primarily
primarily on apo
litical, formalist grounds, his import
import for disability poetics has still
gone largely ;unnoticed.
disciunnoticed. By bringing
bringing the seemingly opposed disci
together, however, we
plines of disability studies and Pound
Pound studies together,
begin to see that
not different from and marginal
begin
that disabled poets are not
to the history of American
American poetics. The
The potential
potential then
then arises for a
rereading of the history of Ameriean
American poetics in its reliance
rereading
reliance on ideas
central
to
disability
theory.
It
is
in
the
complex
ways
that Pound’s
Pound's
central
is
eomplex ways that
negotiate a shift between
between a eugenic
eugenic sensi
sensiwork begins to stage and negotiate
that I think
think his work might, in the com
combility and a later paradigm
paradigm that
ing years, prove most instructive for a politically engaged study of
later-twentieth-century poetics.
later-twentieth-century
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Robert Lowell, Anne Sexton, and John Berryman not only as confessional
poets but
but as persons who lived with depression or bipolar
bipolar disorder, for whom
personal testimony was accompanied
accompanied by hospitalization,
medicalization, and
hospitalization, medicalization,
family traumaj?]
trauma[?] What
What would it mean
think of Charles
Charles Olson’s
Olson's “breath”
"breath"
mean to think
line as coming
someone with chronic
coming from someone
chronic emphysema
emphysema exacerbated
exacerbated by heavy
smoking? (590)
(590)

Davidson continues:
is worth remembering
the signature poem
poem of the
not only a
It is
remembering that
that the
the era was not
poem
about the madness of the
the best minds of the poet’s
poet's generation,
generation, but
poem about
but about
about
the carceral and therapeutic
therapeutic controls that
that defined
defined those minds as mad, writ
written by someone
someone who was himself
academies for crazy.”
crazy."
himself "expelled
“expelled from the academies
And if we include
effects of alcoholism
alcoholism and substance
substance abuse, a
include in our list the effects
good deal of critical discussion of 1960s
1960s poetry could
could be enlisted around
disaround dis
issues. (590)
ability issues.
(590)

Elsewhere Davidson adds Audre Lorde, Robert Greeley,
Creeley, Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Bishop, Robert Duncan,
Dunean, William
William Carlos Williams,
Williams, Muriel
Muriel Rukeyser,
and Charles
Reznikoff
to
the
list.
Charles
list.
While
associates Pound
modernist
While Davidson associates
Pound with an earlier
earlier modernist
moment of the eugenic
eugenic approach
approach to disability,
moment
disability, dissociating disability
argument supports and develops Davidson’s
Davidson's
from his own work, my argument
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NOTES
NOTES

1.. Pound’s
Pound's official diagnosis, given only eight years after his arrival at St. Elizabeths,
Elizabeths,
1
undifferentiated" (Tryphonopoulos
and Adams 246).
was "psychotic
“psychotic disorder, undifferentiated”
(Tryphonopoulos and
246).
2.
development of this challenge,
2. For the
the fullest development
challenge, see Torrey.
Torrey.
3.
chapter of Lennard
J. Davis's
Backwardsmakes
3. The
The title of the first chapter
Leonard J.
Davis’s Bending
Bending Over
Over Backwards
intention of his advocacy clear: “The
"The End
End of
ofldentity
the intention
Identity Politics and the Beginning
ofDismodernism:
On Disability as an Unstable
of Dismodernism: On
Unstable Category"
Category” (9).
(9).
4.. In the
the hell cantos, for instance,
instance, a large part of bringing
4
bringing the world back on track
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involves
involves leaving behind
behind the sick and deformed.
deformed. Hence,
Hence, in cantos 14
14 and
and 15
15 we see
the misuse of language
language compared
compared to bodies in weird contortions,
contortions, "sadic
“sadic mothers
driving their
their daughters to bed with decrepitude"
decrepitude” (141'62),
(14/62), "epileptic"
“epileptic” movements
movements
(141'63),
(14/63), the "four
“four millionth
millionth tumour"
tumour” (15/65)
(15/65) all beneath
beneath "the
“the great arse-hole, / brobro
ken with piles" and the "last
“last squalor, utter
utter decrepitude"
decrepitude” (141'62).
(14/62).
5.
5. Similar biologistic definitions of usury can be found
found in Pound's
Pound’s money
money pampam
RY is
is the cancer
cancer of the
the world, which only the
the surgeon’s
surgeon's knife of Fas
phlets, e.g. “"usu
usury
Fascism can cut
cut out of the life of nations"
(qtd. in Tytell 245).
245).
nations” (qtd.
6. "In
'essential fairness of
“In an article in the Japan Times [Pound] described
described the
the ‘essential
Hitler's
Hitler’s war aims'
aims’ and said that
that Churchill
Churchill was senile and mentally
mentally deranged,
deranged, merely
a front for the Rothschilds"
Rothschilds” (Tytell 259).
259).
7.
7. In addition to the idiot people
people and
and neurasthenic
neurasthenic incompetents
incompetents already menmen
tioned,
tioned, there
there is
is the "semitic
“semitic insanity"
insanity” Pound
Pound mentions
mentions in his July 1938
1938 Criterion
essay
essay "The
"The Ethics of Mencius"
Mencius” (qtd. in Stock 346).
346). Also, Tytell reports that
that Pound
Pound
"told
“told Bertrand Russell he was glad 'you
‘you know your lousy country
country has paralysis,'
paralysis,’
adding
adding that
that he regretted not
not 'kicking
‘kicking a little manhood
manhood into you when
when I met
met you'"
you’ ”
(245)(245).
8. Following David Serlin (Replaceable
{Replaceable You:
You: Engineering the Body in Postwar
Postwar AmerAmer
ica), McRuer
"Dreyfuss arm"
McRuer describes the 1950s
1950s stainless-steel prosthetic
prosthetic “Dreyfuss
arm” as "sleek,"
“sleek,”
"functional"
“functional” and "undeniably
“undeniably moderne"
modeme” (113).
(113).
9.
9. As Ronald Bush writes, "It
“It now seems all but
but certain,
certain, that, under
under great stress
stress and
as flamboyant as ever,
ever. Pound
Pound was not insane, but
but acceded
acceded to a political compromise
compromise
out
out of fear for his life and in ignorance
ignorance of the long-term consequences
consequences of the decideci
sion"
sion” (110).
(110).
10.
10. These
These claims were first made
made by psychiatrists such as Thomas
Thomas Szasz and Fredric
Wertham,
Wertham, who saw
saw Pound
Pound in St. Elizabeths;
Elizabeths; they were then
then developed
developed by E. Fuller
Fuller
Torrey in The Roots of
of Treason.
Treason. For an overview,
overview, see Wilhelm,
Wilhelm, 258-80.
11.
Pound's bluffing his madness is
when Tytell describes
11. A good example of Pound’s
is seen when
Pound's mode of dressing at St. Elizabeths:
[Pound's] London
Pound’s
Elizabeths; "In
“In [Pound’s]
London days
days he had
been
had been
a dandy, but
but during
during this time
time he was dressing the role of his madness, wearing a scarf
in summer,
summer, never buttoning
buttoning his shirt, and often leaving his fly unzipped,
unzipped, especially
for the psychiatrists"
psychiatrists” (302).
(302).
12.
12. For an introduction
introduction to the issues surrounding
surrounding citizenship
citizenship and
and disability,
disability, see the
introduction
introduction to Pothier
Pothier and Devlin.
13.
13. This
'This deficiency was noted
noted by others as well. George
George Wadsworth, charge
charge d'afd’af
faires at the American
American Embassy in Rome, referred to Pound
Pound as a "pseudo-American"
“pseudo-American”
during
during the war (Tytell 261).
261).
14.
prominence partly because it fails to achieve the
14. "The
“The Cantos
Cantos retains its Alpine prominence
the
kind of coherence
coherence Pound desired for it. It is that
that gap between
between intention
intention and achieve
achievement
ment which has allowed contemporary
contemporary writers to continue
continue to read the poem
poem as a
source of new possibilities"
possibilities” (Nicholls 156).
156).
15.
15. As Robert Grenier
Grenier writes, Eigner
Eigner offers
offers "perhaps
“perhaps the best (and most varied) fulful
fillment
fillment we have, to date, of tendencies
tendencies and
and possibilities regarding the use of space
in poetry gathered
gathered into and 'projected'
‘projected’ out into the future
future of American
American poetry by
Olson's
Olson’s theory of composition
composition by field"
field” (xiii).
(xiii).

16.. Thus,
16
Thus, such
such an
an embodied
embodied poetics
poetics might
might be
be understood
understood as calling
calling "for
“for some
some
unmediated physical or mental
mental core unhampered
unhampered by prostheses, breathing
unmediated
breathing tubes, or
chronic diseases”
diseases" (Davidson 8).
chronic
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BOB perelman
PERELMAN
bob

/I

LIE QUIET
QUIET
EZRA:
EZRA:
TIM
E
TIME
LINES
IN
LINES
IN POUND
POUND
My wife, Francie Shaw, asked me
recently why I'm still working on
Pou
nd. You
Pound.
You wer
weree wor
working
on Pound
when
we got together and fortyking on
Pound whe
n we
got together and fortyt?re
e years
thj-ee
laterr you
you’re
still
working
on
Pound.
Why? It's a good quesyears late
're still working on Pound. Wh
y? It's a good question.
The
re are circ
There
circumstantial
answers.
I’m aa Pound scholar, and thus
umstantial ans
wers. I'm
Pound scholar and thus
I'm partofthe
part of the eve
Im
ever-more
unsettled
critical
on Pound
r-more unsettled critical conversation
conversation ~n Pound
whi
ch this con
which
conference
at Boise
remains an
ference at
Boise has
has exemplified.
exemplified. Pound
Pound remains a~
intr
igui
ngly
ove
mtrigumgly overdetermined
literary
the
rdetermined object
object of
of liter
ary scholarship;
scholarship; even
even the
text, as Ron Bus
text,
Bush
showed
the firs
firstt night,
won’t
stay
still.
h sho
wed us the
night, won't stay still.
I'm ra teacher of poetics and poetry
wifh"’
and you can't teach either
either
without dea
without
dealing
magazine
have gone
ling with Pound.
Pound. Poetry
Poetry magazine might
might have gone
under afte
under
afterr a few
if Harriet
met Pound lliot
few years
years if
Harriet Monroe
Monroe hadn’t
hadn't met Pound. Eliot
may
wel
may welll hav
havee stop
stopped
writing
Waste
ped wri
ting after
after Prufrock.
Prufrock. Certainly
Certainly “The
''The Waste
Lan
d" wou
ldn'tt hav
and
wouldn
havee bee
been
what
we
read
today.
Williams
would
n what we read today. Williams wou have
id have
bee
n
a
doc
tor,
een doctor, perhaps
with his
in
perhaps continuing
continuing on
on with
his Keateian
Keatsian sonnets
son
nets in
his
offhou
rs.
Uly
sse
s
may
7 °
not have
have been
been written.
written. Certainly
Certainly no
no
Zuk
ofsky, no Ols
Zukofsky,
Olson,
no Cre
Creeley.
no Projective
on, no
eley. No
No Objectivists
Objectivists and
and no Projective
Ver
se. No New American
Verse.
Without The
American Poetry.
Poetry. No
No language
language writing.
writing. Without The
Can
Cun tos,
os, no inve
investigative
Although,
in
fairness,
should be
stigative poetics.
poetics. Although, in fairness, it
it should be
said
that
d that in this alte
alternate.
Stein would
rnate, Poundless
Poundless universe
universe Gertrude
Gertrude Stein would
h~v
n just fine
avee bee
been
fine,, idem the
the same,
to
quote
the
title
of
of her
same, to quote the title of one
one of her
piec
es.
pieces.
Litt
le can be said about
Little
into intractable
about Pound
Pound that
that will
will not
not lead
lead into intractable
· disc
ussion. Con
discussion.
Contradiction
is
his
salient
defining
feature.
No poet in
tradiction is his salient defining feat
ure. No poet in
. the twe
twentieth
cenfery
more
poetry;
ntieth cen
tury did
did mor
e to
to enliven
enliven English-language
English-language poetry;
forr long
stre
tche
ong s etchess he hard
hardly
English
all. No poet
ly uses
uses the
the Eng
lish language
language at
at all. No poet
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